
Welcome to the Official home of the Mylibertythreads.com FAIR POLL 

My Liberty Threads sets up booths at State and County Fairs all over the country.  

We sell Freedom Forward, American made merchandise, so naturally, the fairs are 

a great place to grow our brand.  In July of this year, we decided to take a poll at 

the fairs that we were setting at with our American made t shirts and hats. 

We put the Polling info right on our table, next to the t shirts. 

 

 

It's called the FAIR POLL because we're at the fair. 

And we're taking a poll. 

We ask one simple question: 

"Who are you hoping will be our next President?" 

 



We update our website with the results of the poll every Tuesday.  This Summer 

and Fall, we’re expecting to sell our shirts in more than 20 states, and we’re 

planning on taking a poll in each one of them. 

 

A few notes about the Fair Poll from Scott Miller: 

-The nature of the merchandise being sold at the booth attracts more 

conservative fairgoers than liberal ones.  Therefore, the overall poll results are 

slanted heavily towards Republican candidates, and should not be viewed as a 

‘general election’ type of poll due to this fact. 

-Through the Fair Poll, My Liberty Threads is attempting to capture how the 

average fairgoer across the country feels about the upcoming presidential 

election.  The polling stations are consistent at each event.  My Liberty Threads is 

not attempting to affect the outcome of the poll in any way, just to report the 

numbers.  For this reason, the results will not be as scientific as other polls.  An 

example of this is the inconsistent number of people polled at each event (hence 

John Kasich’s overall poll ranking, due to the higher voter participation in Ohio).  

For this reason, this poll is best used to get a general idea of where the public 

stands, other polls may serve better when it comes to analysis and scrutiny.   

-Although every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the figures, My Liberty 

Threads is first and foremost, a business.  An American made business at that.  If 

there are ever any errors in reporting, please bring them to the attention of us, 

and we’ll fix them right away.   

-Special thanks to Victoria, Duane, Candi, Holly, and Barry.  These individuals are 

not only My Liberty Threads Retailers, but over the last few months, they’ve 

become pollsters in crime.  I’m lucky to know such fine, upstanding Americans!!! 

-Any questions in regards to the Fair Poll should be directed to 

Scottmillerwithmlt@gmail.com. 


